
A VERY INDIAN POEM IN ENGLISH

Ancient Indian Wisdom is % correct. I should say even Nissim Ezekiel's poem â€œVery Indian Poem in Indian
Englishâ€•- complete poem.

People trying to learn spoken English too comes under the glare of his jokes. The poet is optimistic when he
says that he enjoys every moment of good company. For the English poets writing at the turn of the century,
Abrams states, Similar Papers. At the same time, Ezekiel tries to explore the labyrinths of his own mind as
well as the minds of others in order to achieve a feeling of stability and comfort. A modern man, he thought of
modernity and modernism; city life and culture. The poem refers to his personal disgust in having to witness
these sights. As a matter of fact, Ezekiel hates the many unpleasant and disgusting aspects of city life in India
yet he feels tempted to improve the condition of life which confirms his commitment to this country. Party
hopping is one of the prime hobbies of these people who exude global bonhomie on such occasions. The
World Situation Today: In the fourth stanza, the poet is able to think aloud and offer his comments on the
world situation today. The present conditions all over the world speak of a bad trend that give an edge to the
production of dangerous weapons and try to be superior to others. The poet confesses that he is the total
abstainer from drinks while it is taken by addicts to gunch themselves, he for his part would turn to simple
drinks like lassi. Bengal Gazette was published in India. He cleverly manipulated Indian English to bring out
the Indian worldview. Children lose their innocence and purity while animals get no respite from the brutality
of men. He does not feel shy of poking fun at the Indians for their hypocrisy and their pretense at piety. Thus,
the poet tries to receive the old Gandhian days. In the poems related to India and especially city life, Ezekiel
appears more of a critic and a sensor than an admirer or champion of those condition of life. Ezekiel's aim has
been to write clear and direct poetry. The Indian living conditions are sought to be portrayed. His poetry
having many facts has enriched Indo-English poetry and gave a new dimension to it by extending its scope
and range. A clear-cut poet, he seeks to employ a clear-cut language for his poetry. He cleverly manipulated
Indian English to bring out the Indian worldview. Still the positive aspects like regeneration, remuneration and
contraception could be thought of as a way out of the present muddle. He has mocked the contemporary usage
of Indian English in many of his poems, which is not correctly understood by many readers. In another poem,
he speaks that the city remains within him wherever he goes. When he had about a thousand of these, he
thought of creating this present poem. The India of yester years is no longer to be seen here, as modernization
and industrialization have speeded up the process of change. Thus in the third stanza, he pronounces, In order
to get away from that which is disgusting, he wants to have a cup of wine which is very good for digestion.
The Indian living conditions are sought to be portrayed. He has given us concrete and vivid pictures of a city
of sick people. How to cite this page Choose cite format:. Still the positive aspects like regeneration,
remuneration and contraception could be thought of as a way out of the present muddle. Many are the poems
in a witty and satirical vein exposing the sight happening routinely in city life. Here many communities live
together even though there are some problems. One can certainly hope for the better and propagate the best
that is thought as unique. The countries of the world often tie with each other in keeping themselves ahead of
others in this mad competitive world.


